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In May 2021, TikTok launched a streaming app called Live.ly (previously named Yizhibo). The app is popular with younger users who enjoy
creating live broadcasts and interacting with other users. Users of this app have the ability to interact with each other by sending virtual gifts,
comments, or reacting to posts made by other users.",
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There have been concerns that the application has attracted pedophiles posing as teenagers to lure children. Others are concerned about the
amount of time that young people are spending on this application. In addition, there has been concern about content uploaded depicting selfharming and suicide methods.",
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This app is similar to Snapchat and one good thing to point out about TikTok is that it doesn't require a username or an account login for you to
use it so you can use it on your public profile as well. If you are looking for a video sharing application which allows users to create, watch, and
share videos with friends on various social networks like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc. then you should try TikTok.",
Musical.ly is headquartered in Beverly Hills, California with offices in Hangzhou, China as well as in London and Hong Kong. The company also
has a "See Inside" virtual tour of all Musical.ly's headquarters which was published during the 2021 annual shareholders' meeting on April 27,
2021; alongside overviews of Musical.ly's Silicon Valley and London offices as well as a picture of Musical.ly's mid-sized office in Hong Kong.",
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Some publications have reported on when TikTok has received funding, with one publication stating "The Beijing-based parent company of the
messaging app started more than five years ago as a site for sharing short video clips. It is thought to have been the first social network that allows
users to post videos — essentially short video films — aimed at helping them find friends and build real-life connections. The company was later
renamed as ByteDance and announced it would launch an IPO in Hong Kong this month." This article was published on CNNMoney.",
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TikTok is taking steps to clamp down on users who promote self-harm through its app. In January 2021, TikTok removed more than 485,000
musical.ly videos for "encouraging or glorifying self-harm," "glamorizing eating disorders" and other harmful content.",
On December 15, 2021, the company launched a version of TikTok for Android phones. The Android version of the app is available in 150
countries. In January 2021, the company launched TikTok Studio for iPhone and iPad devices to give users a more effective way to create videos
in their homes or on location. The app was announced as a part of the "TikTok Music" feature that the company launched in August 2021. It also
integrates with Record Labels such as Jingle Punks, Spinnin' Records, Monstercat and Deorro's Deoretik.",

The app has received mixed reviews, having been criticized for a lack of clarity about what is inappropriate content on its platform and concerns
being raised over issues including privacy options and safety. Its unique features such as the live video feature have been praised by users and
media sources alike. Furthermore, while some have criticized the fact that it is not integrated with other social media networks, others of Mozillians
applauded its different use case of short videos as an alternative to Snapchat or Instagram's stories feature.",
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